Pulitzer piece, stepped elevation
Richard Serra

Date: 1970
Note: Sculpture paysagère, commande de la famille Pulitzer pour sa résidence de Ladue (Mo.)
Field: Sculpture
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Documents about this work

Documents about the work Pulitzer piece, stepped elevation (1970) / Richard Serra
See the document about this work

Pages in data.bnf.fr

This page in data.bnf.fr lab

Pulitzer piece, stepped elevation in the data.bnf.fr Labs pages
This experimenting space presents innovating visualizations of data.bnf.fr data: diagrams, timelines, maps. This data is available and freely usable (Open license), in RDF or JSON.

Sources and references

Link to the main catalogue
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb15732648t

Sources
Richard Serra, Ma réponse à Kyōto / Fabien Faure, impr. 2008
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